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In this work we shall construct the procedure of averaging of Hamil-
tonian structures in discrete variant of Whitham method. This procedure
will be analogous to Dubrovin-Novikov procedure of averaging of local field-
theoretical brackets. In discrete variant of Whitham method we obtain the
evolution of slow modulated m-phase solutions of nonlinear systems of type:
ϕ˙in = f
i(ϕn, ϕn−1, ϕn+1, . . .), (1)
defined on the space of fields ϕ = (ϕ1n, . . . , ϕ
p
n), where n runs all integer
numbers and functions f depend on finite number of arguments.
Quasi-periodic m-phase solutions of system (1) are the solutions of the
form:
ϕin(t) = Φ
i(k(U)n + ω(U)t+ θ0,U), (2)
where k(U) and ω(U) are m-dimensional vector, U = (U1, . . . , UN) are
parameters of solution. Here 2π-periodic functions of m variables (θ) Φi(θ,U)
satisfy to the conditions:
ωα(U)Φiθα(θ,U) = f
i(Φ(θ,U),Φ(θ − k(U),U),Φ(θ + k(U),U), . . .). (3)
Let system (1) is Hamiltonian with respect to Poisson bracket:
{ϕin, ϕ
j
k} =
∑
m
Bij(m)(ϕn, ϕn−1, ϕn+1, . . .) δn,k−m, (4)
where the sum contains a finite number of terms (the description of such
bracket can be found in [3]), with Hamiltonian function:
H [ϕ] =
∞∑
m=−∞
PH(ϕn, ϕn−1, ϕn+1, . . .) (5)
and has N commutative conservation laws of the form:
Iν =
∞∑
n=−∞
Pν(ϕn, ϕn−1, ϕn+1, . . .), ν = 1, . . . , N, (6)
1
{Iν , Iµ} = 0, {Iν , H} = 0 (7)
(Bij(m), PH and P
ν depend on finite number of arguments).
We shall have view (1):
d
dt
Pν(ϕn, ϕn−1, . . .) =
∑
m
[Qν(m)(ϕn, ϕn−1, . . .)−Q
ν
(m)(ϕn−m, ϕn−m−1, . . .)]
(there is a finite number of terms in the sum, Qν(m) depend on finite number
of arguments). Whitham system, giving the evolution of slow modulated
parameters U, can be written in the form:
∂/∂T 〈Pν〉(U(X)) =
∑
m
m ∂/∂X 〈Qν(m)〉(U(X)), (8)
here 〈. . .〉 means the averaging on the family (2), defined by the formula:
〈F (ϕn, ϕn−1, . . .)〉(U) = 1/(2π)
m
∫
F (Φ(θ,U),Φ(θ − k(U),U), . . .)dmθ.
View (4) we shall have:
{Pν(ϕn, . . .),P
µ(ϕk, . . .)} =
∑
m
Aνµ(m)(ϕn, ϕn−1, . . .) δn,k−m (9)
and, view (7),
∑
m
Aνµ(m)(ϕn, ϕn−1, . . .) =
∑
l
(
Qνµ(l)(ϕn, ϕn−1, . . .)−Q
νµ
(l)(ϕn−l, ϕn−l−1, . . .)
)
(all sums contain finite numbers of terms, Aνµ(m) and Q
νµ
(l) depend on finite
numbers of arguments).
Theorem 1. Let parameters U are such, that Uν = 〈Pν〉, then:
1) System (8) is Hamiltonian with respect to Poisson bracket of Hydrody-
namic Type (see [4]-[5]), defined by the relations:
{Uν(X), Uµ(Y )} =
∑
m
m 〈Aνµ(m)〉(X)δ
′(X−Y )+
[
∂
∂X
∑
l
l 〈Qνµ(l)〉(X)
]
δ(X−Y )
(10)
with Hamiltonian function: H =
∫
〈PH〉(X)dX .
2) From (10) follow the relations:
{kα(U(X)), Uν(Y )} = ωα(ν)(U(X)) δ′(X − Y ) +
∂ωα(ν)(U(X))
∂X
δ(X − Y ),
2
{kα(U(X)), kβ(U(Y ))} = 0, α, β = 1, . . . , m, ν = 1, . . . , N, (11)
where ω(ν)(U) are frequencies analogous to ω and corresponding to flows
generated by integrals Iν on the family of solutions (2).
Theorem 2. Let system (1) has two different sets of integrals of form
(6), {I1, . . . , IN} and {I¯1, . . . , I¯N}, possessing all necessary properties. Then
brackets (10) defined with the aid of these sets are coincide with each other.
That is, if on the family (2) we have: Uν = Iν , U¯ν = I¯ν , then bracket (10), de-
fined with the aid of the set {I1, . . . , IN}, transforms into the bracket defined
with the aid of the set {I¯1, . . . , I¯N} after the transformation of parameters
Uν = Uν(U¯) of m-phase solutions (2).
The proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is analogous to the proof of the same theo-
rems for the averaged by Dubrovin-Novikov method field-theoretical brackets
(.[6],[7]) and is based on Dirac restriction of Poisson bracket:
{ϕi(θ,X), ϕj(θ′, Y )} =
∑
m
Bij(m)(ϕ(X), ϕ(X − ǫ), . . .)δ(X − Y +mǫ)δ(θ − θ
′)
on the sub-manifold of functions, such that ϕ(θ,X) at any X is the function
from (3) (and we use the expansion δ(X − Y +mǫ) = δ(X − Y ) +mǫδ′(X −
Y )+ . . . in the convolution with smooth functions.) The necessary conditions
of regularity of this sub-manifold and the coordinates used for restriction are
described in [6].
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